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1 Introduction 
In I%1 CP violation was discovered [I] by detection of tl> • two-pion decay of the long 
lived neutral kaon. Though this discovery happened already a long time ago CI' violation 
is still a fascinating subject and the underlying theory still an open question. The recent 
experimental evidence for intrinsic ( T violation in the A'° —• JTJT decay amplitudes ['_'') 
should encourage further efforts in this field. Especially further experimental results are 
needed to shed light on the basic mechanism of this phenomenon. As far as we can judge 
from our present knowledge of doing calculations the standard model [3] (SM) with the 
Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) mechanism [-1] is in agreement with the measurement of (.'P 
violation in the A'°/\'° system. However, in the SM CP violation is put in by hand through 
complex Yukawa couplings. Therefore, one might consider it desirable to go beyond the 
SM to search for a more fundamental explanation like spontaneous CP violation. Since 
('P violation is so weak it could well be a low-energy remnant of an interaction at energies 
far above the W boson mass. In this way CP violation could be a window which allows 
a glimpse at physics beyond the present reach. 

This article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 a general discussion of the definition of 
a CP transformation is presented. In Sect. 3 the SM with the KM mechanism is discussed 
at length. Special emphasis is put on a phase convention independent parametrization 
of t and t' in A'0, A'0 —» irr decays, an estimate of f'/t is given and the effect of the 
recently measured [5] BJBJ mixing is discussed. Some extensions of the SM like multi-
lliggs models, left-right symmetry and supersymmetry are presented in Sect. '1 with stress 
on their CP properties. Sect. 5 is dedicated to future search for CP violation and can 
therefore only contain a small choice of future possibilities. More information can be 
found e.g. in Refs. 6 and 7. Sect. 6 contains the conclusions. 

2 CP Transformation 
Since the V-A theory has become established we know that left- and right-handed fermiou 
fields 

do not appear symmetrically in weak interactions. Therefore, parity (P) and charge conju
gation (C) symmetry are broken because these transformations exchange left- and right-
handed fields: 

C, P : I <— R. (2) 
On the other hand, time reversal (T), CP and CPT conserve chirality: 

T, CP, GTT: Z,-> L,R-*R. (3) 

Therefore an asymmetry in L,R is no obstacle for invariance of the fundamental in
teractions under these transformations. Assuming the validity of the CPT theorem ( T 
violation (conservation) is equivalent to T violation (conservation). 

Let us assume N generations of quarks and leptons being the fundamental fields of 
the theory we deal with. Then wc can define a "generalized" CP transformation [8] 
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CP: 

i'Uij(i) -» VlRjkCi}>'LRk(i) 

>»:(x)7- - -e{ii)AHi)T*T (-1) 

with 

»(A-*). «!».)-{_!:;:?,„. 
ai:d C being the charge conjugation matrix. The V's are unitary S x A' matrices in 
flavour space for the fermions. In general there are different V's for different chiralities 
and different fermion representations of the gauge group. Assuming n^ Higgs multiplets 
<Z>„ belonging to the same representation of the gauge group V* is an n^ x n # matrix. Of 
course, if several different representations occur in the lliggs sector then there is a V'*1 

for each representation. The fields A" are the gauge fields and the matrices T" are the 
generators of the gauge group. 

The most familiar case of a CP transformation is represented by taking diagonal l"s. 
Thru each of the fields is only multiplied by a phase factor. 

Now we can define what is meant by CP invariance of a Lagrangian C: 

C is CP invariant if there exist V s such that C is invariant under the trans
formation (4). 

The generalized CP transformation (4) is motivated by the following observation: prior 
to spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) of the gauge group the gauge part of C is 
invariant under (4) for any K*s. Choosing specific V s and demanding CP invariance of C 
will give restrictions on the Yukawa couplings and perhaps also on the coupling constants 
of the Higgs potential. The most common case is given by V = 1 for all V's with real 
Yukawa couplings. However, one might get stronger restrictions on the Yukawa part of C 
by taking non-trivial Vs [8]. 

Let us suppose now that CP is conserved before SSB. This means according to the 
above discussion that there is a transformation (4) such that C is invariant. Then we can 
ask the question if CP is broken spontaneously by the SSB of the gauge group. Denoting 
the vacuum expectation value of <f>0 by va we can check if 

Va = V*ßV-ß (5) 

is fulfilled [8,9]. If this is the case CP is still conserved1 and one can shew that there is 
a phase convention of the fermion mass eigen-fields where these fields transform in the 
standard way with V* = V^ = 1 in this basis as we would expect naiveiy. If Kqu. (.r>) is 
not valid CP is broken spontaneously. 

Finally we want to make a few remarks about the reality of coupling constants and 
CP invariance. Roughly speaking, a CP operation transforms a product of fields in the 

'It might be necessary to apply a gauge transformation to the vacuum expectation value» to get ih< 
validity of (5). 
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Lagrangian i: *o itshermitean conjugate which means that actually the V"s relate coupling 
constants with their complex conjugates [8,10]. Of course, this applies only to Yukawa 
couplings and those of the Higgs potential. The gauge part is CP invariant anyway. 
C'onsequently, complex coupling constants do not necessarily mean CP violation, but if 
all coupling constants are real in the Lagrangian then the theory is CP invariant with all 
l"s being unit matrices in (4). 

3 The Standard Model and the Experimental Sta
tus of CP Violation 

3.1 The Mixing Matrix 
We now consider the quark sector of the SM leaving the number of generations /V free 
for the moment. Then the Yukawa sector of the Lagrangian is given by 

- CY = q^<t>nR + <JL&4>PR + h.c. (6) 

with SU(2) doublets qu and singlets n/j;, pm (i = 1 , . . . , N). V and A are A' x A' coupling 
matrices, which are complex in general, <j> is the Higgs doublet and 

" ( £ ) • <f> = i<Ji<f> 

After SSB of the gauge group 5(/(2)/, x U(\)y by the vacuum expectation value (0°) u = r 
we get the quark mass matrices 

Mn = vV, Mp = v'A (7) 

for down and up quarks, respectively. The mass matrices are diagonalized by biunitary 
transformations 

U?MnUn

R = Md, U?MPUR = Mu (8) 

(Md.u ai*e diagonal and positive). Thus the quark mass e igens t e s d, u are obtained by 

nL,R = ul,ndi,n, PL,R = VPL,RUL,R- (9) 

This diagonalization produces a quark mixing in the charged current interaction 

- ccc = ±pLl"nLw; + h.c. = fyLrvdLw; + h.c. (io) 

with 
v = upui 

being the unitary N x N mixing matrix, g is the SU(2) coupling constant and W+ the 
charged gauge boson. 
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To count the number of physical parameters in V we observe that by redefinition of the 
quark fields 2JV - 1 phases of V can be removed. Since a general unitary N x A' matrix 
has y* parameters we are left with (Ar - l ) 2 physical parameters of V. Furthermore, 
distinguishing between angles and phases in V we obtain 

# physical parameters in V = {N — I)2 = I „ J angles + 1 I phases. (11) 

For N = 1,2 all phases can be removed from V therefore the SM with one or two 
generations is CP conserving, whereas for three generations one phase remains in the 
mixing matrix which contains three angles. This phase is the origin of the famous KM 
mechanism of C'P violation [4] which will be discussed in detail in the rest of Sect. I. 
Whenever we will use the notion SM without further specification we will mean the three 
generation SM with one Higgs doublet and the KM mechanism. 

The vacuum expectation value of the single neutral Higgs field can be made real by a 
gauge transformation. Therefore the Yukawa coupling constants must be complex in order 
to get CP violation. Spontaneous CP violation is only possible with at least two Iliggs 
doublets [11] (see Sect. 4). One can easily see that the physical neutral Higgs particle 
has re.tl flavour diagonal couplings in the SM (NFC = "neutral flavour conservation" is 
automatically fulfilled with a single Higgs doublet). Since there is no physical charged 
Iliggs scalar the only source of CP violation in the electroweak sector is given by the 
charged current interaction with the KM phase in the mixing matrix. However, since CP 
violation is hard in the SM one must also take into account strong CP violation [12] 
because the P and (.T violating term ^ " ' " G J . G ^ (G'°„ is the gluon fieldstrength tensor) 
is not forbidden by the symmetries of the theory and because of instanton effects. This 
leads to an effective CP violating Lagrangian 

6CCp = i 6 ( — + — + — r ' t t o s « + dlbd + aw) (12) 
m u md m, 

where m,,^, are current quark masses. 
In this way there are actually two sources of CP violation in the SM, the KM phase 

and 0 . 

Wclfenstein-Maiani parametr iza t ion of V: A very useful parametrization of the 
mixing matrix is obtained by "expanding" it in terms of sin 0 c — 0.22 ( 0 c = Cabibbo 
angle). This can be realized by defining [13] 

K,, = A > 0 , Veb = AX2 > 0, Vub = Ap\3e" (13) 

and fixing a phase convention for V compatible with (13). Then the rest of V is uniquely 
determined by unitarity. Taking 

V*,Ve.,Vtb>0 ( 1 1 ) 
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oiti- obtains to order [M] A5 

I' = 

, _ Af _ V 
2 8 /t/»AV* \ 

- A + , t 2 ( f - - / > f - * ) A 5 1 - f - ( l + 4 . 4 2 ) ^ /1A2 

V /1A3[1 - pt-^[\ -$)) -AX2 + A(i - pe-")A 4 1 A 2 ^ / 

+ 0(A r i). (15) 

This form of the mixing matrix will be used in the following. Of course, by definition 
there are no higher order corrections to the elements (13) in V. 

A thorough discussion of the experimental information on V is given by K.R. Schubert 
in these proceedings (see also H. Schröder, these proceedings). From there we read ofr 
A = 0.220 ± 0.002 and A = 1.01 ± 0.11. On p one obtains an upper bound p < 0.6 
(Altarelli, C. et al., Ref. 15; AlUrelli, G. and Franzini, P.J., Refs. 16 and 17) or p< 0.!) 
(Crinstein, B.. Wise, M.B. and Isgur, N., Ref. 18). Since A and p are of order one (or 
smaller) the expansion of V in A is an allowed procedure. Recently ARGUS has reported 
non-zero branching ratios of some charmless B decays, however, CLEO does not see a 
signal (see II. Schröder and K.R. Schubert, these proceedings). If ARGUS is right then-
would be a lower limit on p of order 0.3. 

From the theoretical point of view, assuming the SM to be the correct theory for ('V 
violation, p must be different from zero. Otherwise there would be no CP violation in l'. 

As discussed in Sect. 2 a complex V does not in general imply CP violation. For 
.V = 3 it has been shown [19] that V is CP violating iff 

J = Un(VuVnV;2V2\)^0. (I(i) 

Therefore, in the SM all CP violating quantities must be zero if J = 0 except for possible 
strong CP violation effects. Expressed by the parametrization (15) one obtains 

./ ~ -A A ps\n^p. (17) 

For theoretical models of the mixing matrix the reader is referred to the contribution 
of H. Stech to these proceedings. 

3.2 i and e'/e in the SM 
So far CP violation has been discovered only in the K°K° system. The physical states, 
the long- and the short-lived neutral kaons, are given by 

lA'i) = 
1 

=[(1+/>)|A'0>±(1-/>)|A'°)1 
y/%1 + \P?) 

where |A'°) = -CF\I\°) and p is a parameter describing K°R° mixing. Defining 

\-p 

(18) 

Vs 

!+/> 
and n = \rj\ (19) 
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one can easily sw that in the case of r/ = 1 one can redefine A'0, A' 0 to get CP eigenstates. 
i} ̂  I is therefore a criterion for OP violation in A'°A'° mixing which can be measured 
by the leptonic charge asymmetry 

T{KL -+ w-f+i/) - H A/, -> T+l-y) _ 1 - V 
r ( A ^ - i r - ^ i / ) + r ( A ' L -+ *+^i>) " 1 + i/a t _ rvfc' -^ •*•-1+.A j . r< k'. _>-r+/-.-;\ l -u »2 l ' 

The hitherto most important observables concerning OP violal ion in I\°K° are defined 
by the ratios of amplitudes 

A[KL-^*+ir) _ A(KL - 7r°7r») 

These quantities vanish in the limit of CP conservation because then CP(KL) — —1 but 
C*/>(7T7r) = +1. Neglecting electromagnetic corrections the isospin of the T I system is 
/ = 0 or 2 with corresponding decay amplitudes A/ = A(K° —• **( / ) ) . 

As already mentioned before K°, K° can be .edefined by a phase transformation [20] 

I/O - I/O = e->°\I<°), \K°) - \f<°o) = t'"\K°) (22) 

leading to 
V - q« = e-2"*//, i 4 / - » i 4 y = e - 0 / l , . (2:i) 

Such a transformation is just a phase convention and must not have a physical effect. E.g. 
7 is a physical quantity (see (20)) and therefore (23) has no effect on it. rj or p, however, 
are unphysical. Defining convention independent phases 7/ (I = 0,2) [21] by 

one can write [20,22] 

1 + ^ ' 1 - v'2u> 

c 2 e ' 
T)+- - £ f , , , , %0 = i ~ ; 7=~ (25) 

with the definitions 

1 - ^exp(-2i7o) , 1 / l - j /exp(-2i7 2 ) 1 - 7/exp(-2no) 
c = —=u / 1+»?exp(-2t7o) >/2 \1 + ^ e x p ( - 2 i 7 2 ) 1 + »/exp(-2i7 0) 

and 
, , , j ^Ai l + >?ex P(-2i7 2) 

u> = exp t <5 2 -6 0 ) — — - ,. 26 
>40 1 + r)exp{-2i*!o) 

Ka nre the phase shifts from strong final state interactions. Experimentally [23] |w| ~ 
1/22 which shows the dominance of the AI = 1/2 amplitude AQ over A2 (A/ = 1/2 
rule). The definitions of £, e' and u; in (26) are different from the usual ones but have the 
advantage of being phase convention independent. 
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Since we know from experiment thai CP violation is small T) must be close to one awl 
"7o»72 close to zero. With £/ s arg A/ we obtain approximate expressions 

u ~ J1*1'6** 4 * 1 , e ' a - W f c - f c ) . e ^ ^ + » 7 o (27) 
i4 0 l v 2 2 

which are still phase convention independent. In a convention where p and £o are small t 
can be written as 

e ^ p + i f r (28) 

which is the familiar form. However, this formula is only invariant under infinitesimal 
phase transformations and neglecting terms of order p2 at the same time. From (27) onr 
obtains 

J L ~ 2 R e £ (29) 

without using the experimental information 

Am* = TTXKL - mKs ~ 3.5 - l (T I S GeV ~ l- Ts (30) 

where r s denotes the Ks decay width. 
In the superweak model [24] it is assumed that CP violation com.;s only from /\'°A'U 

mixing. This means that it should exist a basis where A0 and A2 are real or y0 — y:. 
Consequently e' should be zero. 

The experimental value of e is [25] 

|e| = (2.28 ± 0.02) • KT 3 . (31) 

Recently a non-^ero value of e' was obtained at CERN by measuring [2,26] 

K V+-
"oo 

2 \ e' 
- 1 J a R e - = (3.3 ± 1 . 1 ) - H P 3 . (32 

Therefore the superweak model seems to be ruled out. 
Finally we want to discuss the phases appearing in (25). Defining y>+_ =. arg n +_ and 

î oo = argf/oo o n e can show from CPT invariance and using experimental information on 
Am, r s (30) that 

(,?+_ — tpoo — 3 tan ß Re : 
e' 

with 
ir r e t' 

ß = - + 62 - 60 - <j>sW * arg -

and 

<t>Sw s arctan ^ß~r = (43.72 ± 0.14)°. (33) 

4>sw is the so-called superweak phase and it can be shown that arg£ ~ 4>sw- The exper
imental value of 62 - 6Q is given by [27] 62 - 60 = (—41.4 dh 8.1)°. However, the situation 
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is not very clear, e.g. in Ref. 28 the value (-29.2 ± 3)° is quoted. With ^ - S0 ~ - \ 
one would obtain arg£ ~ argf' and Re e'/e ĉ  e'/e. However, large deviations from — JT/1 
arc possible. Taking for definiteness 25° < 6o — 62 < 65° and two standard deviations for 
Re e'/e one estimates [29J |y>+_ - v?oo| ~ 0 4°. Thus from CPT invariance and «.he small 
ness of Re e'/e this phase difference must be tiny. By the present data this restriction 
is violated by two standard deviations [23], but one should await further experimental 
results before drawing premature conclusions. In the following theoretical discussion we 
will assume e'/e being real. 

A / = 2 t ransi t ion: In a phase convention where p and £/ are small one can derive the 
useful formula 

(B.HS£d (!»jfe + 4 ) ( J 4 ) 
•s/2 Am/,-

where Mu is the 1(°-K° A 5 = 2 transition matrix element. In the SM the phase conven
tion of V Equ. (15) is such a situation where (34) is valid. It has been argued that e is 
doininantly a short distance effect [30] in the SM and Im A/ 1 2 ~ Im Mft' where M^z is 
the box diagram (Fig.l) contribution to A/ 1 2. Therefore e can be calculated as a function 
of the quark masses, the mass of the W boson Mw and the elements of the mixing matrix 
V [17]: 

|e| a b.9BKA2X6pS\mp[-Vcm2

c + rjtm]—A2\\\ - pcos?) + ikim2

c In — ] + - ^ u . (35) 

The quark masses have to be taken in units of GeV, 7)c ~ 0.8, % — 0.6 and n c t ~ 0.4 
are QCD correction factors and 5«/x, is a slowly varying function of x, = m'f/Myy 
(Stt/xt = 1, 0.75, 0.25 for x, = 0,1, oo, respectively). The factor B« is defined by 

R _ (Ko\(dLrsLnk°) 
h ~ (i<0\(dLr'LV\i<0)v, [ } 

where the subscript VI means that the matrix element is calculated in the vacuum 
insertion approximation. Estimates of B^ range from 1/3 to 1. 

A.V = 1 t ransi t ion: The most important contribution to CP violation in A'u, A'u —» 7T7T 
is given by the penguin graph Fig. 2 which is a A / = 1/2 transition contributing only to 
£o- With the mixing matrix (15) & is zero. To make a crude estimate of e' we use the VI 
approximation for the AS = 1 matrix element and obtain 

e'/e a -14& ~ 3 . 5 / ^ , In — A2\*ps\n<p. (37) 
m c 

As a numerical input we have taken m, = 200 MeV and / / ( / / „ = 1.22 as the ratio of 
the K and ir decay constants The factor /„„.,. depends on an effective mass m„ of a 0 + + 

isoscalar resonance in TT scattering [31]. For m„ = 700 MeV f^r ~ 1 and for m„ = 1 
GeV ICOTT - 0.3. If ma is to be identified with the mass of the lowest lying / = 0 irn 
resonance /o(975) } C O T T a 0.3 has to be taken. 
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The numerical factor in Equ. (37) is twice as large as one would expect from the origi 
nal method in Ref. 31. This additional factor comes from taking into account momentum 
dependence of the scalar amplitudes appearing in the VI method 2 consistent with chiral 
symmetry [32]. Accordingly there should be a factor 1/(1 — "i/v/m 2,) not only in [31] 
(ir+*-\dd\0) but also in [32] (Q\diss\K°). 

To get a feeling for the values of e' estimated with these crude methods let us take 
A = 0.220, A = 1.01, p - 0.6, m c = 1.5 GeV and fcorr = 0.5. Then choosing the mass 
of the top quark in, one can calculate sint,? from e (Equ. (35) using |te* P | = 2.28 • 10~3. 
With m, = 70 and 100 GeV we get sinif ~ 0.67, e'/e ~ 6.4 • 1 0 - 3 and siny? ^ 0.35, 
e'/e ~ 3.6 • 1 0 - 3 , respectively. From the two solutions for siny? for a given mt we have 
taken the smaller one. 

Considering the crudeiess of our estimate we can conclude that there is agreement 
between the SM and the experimental value of e'/e or, more cautiously, with the present. 
experimental and theoretical skill there is no contradiction. More refined analyses of e'/e 
taking into account the electromagnetic penguin and isospin breaking can be found in 
Refs. 33 and 17. 

Finally we want to remark that in principle one can obtain a lower bound on m, from 
e, i.e. Equ. (35). Given A and p the top mass cannot be too small otherwise there is 
no solution for sin p. However, such a bound would depend very sensitively on all input 
parameters and should not be taken too seriously. A more reliable bound comes from 
iPli0 mixing which will be discussed next. 

B°B^ mixing: Though this phenomenon is not an effect of CP violation it is very 
important in this context because it severely contrains the mixing matrix and m, in the 
SM. A measure for ß°_ß° mixing is given by 

N{BoB0) + N{B°B0) N++ + N" x 2 

r = — ; -— = ~ (38) 
N{B°B°) N+- 2 + x* x ' 

where e.g. N(B°B°) is the number B° pair decays occurring in the time development 
of B°B° states due to mixing analogous to the K°K° system (18). These numbers can 
be obtained by considering semileptonic decays and counting the dilepton pairs (/V ± : t = 
#f , ± r* ± ). The last part of Equ. (38) is valid for relative odd angular momentum of the 
B°B° system as it is the case for 5 's produced by T(45) decays (ARGUS, CLEO). i 
is defined as x = A m g / r where Am» is the mass difference of the physical neutral B 
states and T is the average decay width of them. ARGUS has obtained the result [34] 
rd = 0.21 ± 0.08 for B%B% or 0.55 < xd < 0.90. x can be calculated from the box diagram 
like K°k° mixing. Apart from a numerical factor i , (q = d, s) is given by 

x, - flBBm2

t\VlqVtl\2Stt/^ (39) 

'Without this momentum dependence (m„ = oo) t' would be very small (fc„r ~ 0.05). 
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where fB is the B decay constant in analogy to /» and Bg is defined in analogy to B^ 
(36). Comparing i j and x, in the SM one gets 

~ A2(l +p*-2pcos<?) (40) 

and consequently j - , £ 5xj or r, > 0.8. The latter inequality will be a crucial test of the 
SM in future experiments. 

From the measurement of rd one can deduce a lower bound on mt. Estimating 
SB^/T^B — 140 ± 40 MeV and taking into account e one gets [16] m, * 45 GeV. This 
bound is reached for the most favourable values BK = l,p = 0.9, fBs/~BB = 180 MeV. 
... Thus a value of mt ~ 100 CeV seems to be a more probable order of magnitude. In 
general the ARGUS measurement of rj gives the constraint [17] 

4 < (1 + p2 - 2pcos<p)— %^-TJ-, t 30. ( 4 1 ) 
•Ju\mt - 40VjeV) 

Now we have to chock whether the input for the estimate of e'/e made just before wa> 
consistent with (41). Doing this one gets 6 and 12 for mt — 70 and 100 GeV, respectively, 
for the expression in Equ. (41) which shows the consistency. 

4 Extensions of the Standard Model 

4.1 The SM with Four Generations 
In this case the mixing matrix V has 6 angles and 3 phases. In addition there are two 
new free masses from the fourth generation. This model could avoid possible problems of 
the SM, e.g. large B°B% mixing with small m, is possible, but predictive power is lost. 

4.2 The SM with Several Higgs Doublets 
Now we keep again N = ? but take more than one Higgs doublet (riff = # Higgs 
doublets). 

A. «// = 2 (Lee model [11]): As already mentioned before with two Higgs doublets 
4>\t2 spontaneous CP violation is possible. Therefore we assume real Yukawa coupling 
constants for the multi-Higgs models. By a gauge transformation one can make one of 
the vacuum expectation values of the neutral Higgs components real and assume 

(*?)o = «i > 0, (*$)o = Me'*. (42) 

We can make the following observations concerning the Lee model: 

All CP violating observables are functions of a. CP violation comes from W±, 
/ /*, H%(k=],2,3) exchange. There is no NFC! 

X, V,. 
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Hero H+ denotes the single physical charged scalar and H° (it = 1,2,3) the three neutral 
ones. Since there is no NFC there is a contribution to the A'j, A'5 mass difference already 
by the tree exchange of H% (Fig. 3). Therefore eit'ier the masses of the neutra! scalars 
must be at least 1 10 TeV or a fine tuning [34] in the Yukawa coupling matrices 1\., 
\ t (see Equ. (6) and its obvious generalization to several Higgs doublets) is necessary. 

B . nH - 3 •+- NFC (Weinberg model [35]): With three Higgs doublets one can 
guarantee NFC by a symmetry and have spontaneous CF v :olation at the same time. 
This symmetry can be chosen to be 

S <j>2 —» —<fa,PR ~* ~PR, other fields do not transform, 
S: 4>3 —* —<(>3, other fields do not transform. 

The Lagrangian is assumed to be invariant under each of the two transformations. Then 
we obtain 

- CY = hTi4>\nR + qL&2faPR + hc (44) 

and 03 couples only in the Higgs potential. 
The field <f>3 is necessary to violate CP spontaneously. Imposing e.g. S (43) on the 

Lee model one would get NFC but by minimizing the Higgs potential the only phases n 
with a complex vacuum expectation value wmld be a = ±ir/2. One can easily show that 
such phases are CP conserving in a model with n// = 2 and the symmetry S. 

As a consequence of (44) the couplings of the neutral scalais are diagonal (NFC) in 
the physical quark basis. Furthermore the mixing matrix V is real. This follows from a 
theorem on bidiagonalization of real matrices: Let A be a real, arbitrary matrix. Then 
there exist orthogonal matrices Of,, OR, such that 0\AOR is diagonal and positive. 

Therefore the source of CP violation in K°K° is given by the interaction of the 
charged physical scalars i / * [k = 1,2). However, it is difficult to reproduce z. Either 
a large hierarchy of vacuum expectation values [36] has to be invoked or long-distance 
contributions [37] (»7, TJ' exchange) must play an important role for £. Otherwise e'/e 
would be too large, namely [38] e'/e ~ - |w | ~ -0.045. 

C. N F C and C P Violatiou in V: In this section we want to discuss in general the 
relation between NFC and CP violation in the mixing matrix V. If not otherwise stated 
N and n// are arbitrary. 

The mathematical formulation of NFC rri the SM with n« Higgs doublets is the 
following, Suppose that the quark mass matrices Mn, Mp are diagonalized by unitary 
matrices {/£'£ (8). Then also the Yukawa coupling matrices T a , A f t are diagonalized by 
the same unitary matrices: 

UL^M, VL^VI diagonal (a = 1,..., n„). (45) 

NFC is a very strong condition. Gatto et al. have shown [39] that if NFC is enforced 
by a horizontal symmetry group GH then the mixing matrix V is either unrealistic or 
arbitrary. Thus one cannot have NFC and calculability of the elements of the mixing 
matrix at the same time. 
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One could give up the idea of getting calculable mixing angles but concentrate only 
on enforcing NFC by GH- This, however, leads to the following theorem [10]: 

If 

(i) NFC is enforced by a horizontal symmetry GH and 

(ii) V not restricted by GH or 

(ii') N — 3 and experimental information on | l ' j | is taken into account and 

(iii) the quark masses are non-degenerate and non-zero 

then there is a basis of Higgs fields such that the Yukawa Lagrangian is given by Equ. 
(44) and the fields <j>a (a = 3 , . . . , tin) do not couple to quarks. 

Thus if NFC is caused by a horizontal symmetry one is practically led to the Weinberg 
model! Though the way of getting NFC in this model seems to be the simplest possibility 
it is already the general one. 

Now we come to the connection between NFC and CP violation in the mixing matrix 
provided CP violation is spontaneous. Remember that in the Weinberg model V was real 
and CP violation was contained only in the Higgs interactions. Now we assume that we 
have NFC but not necessarily enforced by a symmetry. 

For N ~ 3 and assuming NFC one can show [10] that if CP is broken spontaneously 
(here CP ca,i be a generalized CP transformation (4)) and the experimental information 
on |V'j| is taken into account V must be real. This is the generalization of the observation 
in the Weinberg model [40]. In such cases CP violation can come only from the Higgs 
sector. 

For an arbitrary number of generations N the situation is more complicated and V is 
not necessarily real but the complex structure of V is highly constrained. However, we only 
know the soliit'on in the case of spontaneous breaking of the usual CP transformation. 

Theorem [10]: If the Yukawa coupling matrices Ya, Aa are real and they obey the 
NFC conditions (45) then V is of the form 

V = ZlOZn (46) 

with an orthogonal matr.x 0 and block diagonal matrices Zp, Zn containing unit matrices 
of appropriate dimension.1" and blocks of 2 x 2 matrices 

Hits-I)-
The indices of V may have to be permuted to get the canonical order «, c, t ... and d, s, 
b, ... 

For N = 4 all possibilities for a con iex V not in conflict with experiment have 
been classified [10,41], Two examples are shown in Fig. 4. Through the Z's there are 
elements in V which are corrplex conjugate to each other. For N = 3 too many elements 
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in V would have equal absolute values for non-trivial Zp and/or Zn in contradiction with 
experiment. Thus in this case we are led to Zp — Zn = 1 and real V. 

Finally we want to remark that the result (46) rests on the followii g theorem on 
matrices: If there is a set of real matrices r a which are simultaneously bidiagonalizable 
by unitary matrices then there edst orthogonal matrices OL, On, such that 

/ r* \ 

tf oiraoR -
p\ 

\ PZ J 
for all a where ra is diagonal and the p^ are proportional to 2 x 2 rotation matrices. 

The matrix Z (47) is eventually r«eded to diagonalize the matrices p^,. 

4.3 Left-Right Symmetry 

Left-right (LR) symmetric models [42] are based on the sauge group SU(2)L x SU('2)n x 
^ ( l ) ß - i - Fermions occur in left- and right-handed doublets, e.g. quark doublets <//,, <//<, 
and there is a set of gauge bosons WL, WR for both SU(2) groups. To discuss the most 
important features of such models we confine ourselves to a minimal Higgs sector [43] 
consisting of a multiplet $ transforming as (1/2,1/2,0) under the gauge group and two 
triplets A/,, Aß transforming as (1,0,1), (0,1,1), respectively. See also the contribution of 
J.C. Pati to these proceedings. 

The motivation for LR symmetric models is to remove the apparent LR asymmetry 
in the SM and to have spontaneous parity violation. Before SSB the LR symmetry or 
parity P looks in the simplest case like 

W?(x) - e(riW£{i), B»(x) - e{fi)B»(i) 
ft I 

qLR(x) -» i°qn{x), *(x) - #{i) (48) 

At(x) - - A A ( Z ) . 

By SSB of the gauge group parity is spontaneously broken at the dame time giving the LR 
asymmetry we know to exist at low energies. It is interesting to note that also spontaneous 
CP breaking is possible with the minimal Higgs sector [8]. Therefore, in this theory one 
can put the breaking of the gauge symmetries and of the discrete symmetries P and CP 
on the same footing. Apart from possible strong CP violation there is a single phase 
a = arg(vw) in the quark sector where v, w are defined by 

Since there are gauge bosons coupling to qi and qn there are now two mixing matrices 
Vi.i VR- One can show that for manifest CP invariance (usual CP invariance) one gets [8] 

|V L „| = | V ^ ! (50) 
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for all N. There is also a unique case of non-manifest CP invariance [8] for N = 3 where 
relation (50) is still approximately valid [44]. 

The main contribution to Mn from LR symmetry is given by the LR box diagram 
(Fig. 5) and by neutral Higgs exchange at the tree level as in the Lee model (there is no 
NFC!). The KLKS mass difference gives rise to the lower bounds [45] MwR Z. 2.5 TeV 
and MHo * 10 TeV on the masses of the right-handed gauge boson WR and the neutral, 
flavour changing Higgs scalars H°, respectively. Because of the LR contributions to Mu 

e can be accommodated even if V^ = 0 (J = 0). 
Apart from the SM penguin graph the most important contribution to e' comes from 

WIWR mixing in the tree exchange of these vector bosons (Fig. 6). The LR mixing angle 
of the vector bosons is given by 

& . « - 2 - 1 7 7 2 - ~ 2 — - r ? T - (51) 

Finally we want to remark that LR symmetry does not contribute appreciably to B°B° 
mixing [46] in the model with a minimal Higgs sector 

4.4 Supersymmetry 
ln tl- .ainimal supetsymmetric extension of the SM endowed with soft SUSY breaking 
tonus induced by N = 1 supergravity [47] there is an effective quark-squark-gluino inter
action which also leads to CP violation because of the appearance of the mixing matrix 
V in this coupling. This interaction is expected to give the main SUSY contribution to 
e and e' in such a theory [48]. However, for large gluino masses m$ and down-squark 
masses mj this contribution drops rapidly [48,16] therefore it is only important if m^ and 
vij are close to their experimental lower limits [25]3 rrij * 50 GeV and mrf- > 60 GeV, 
respectively. There is an additional phase in this model which can give a large electric 
dipole moment of the neutron [49] even for relatively heavy gluinos and squarks. 

5 Future Tests of CP Violation 

5.1 The Electric Dipoie Moment 
Experimentally there is a rather stringent bound on the electric dipole moment of the 
neutron (EDMN) (Altarev et al., Ref. 50) 

\dn\ <2 .6 10- 2 5e.cm. (95% c.l.) 

which actually is derived from the result dn = (—1.4± 0.6) • 10" 2 5 e.cm. There is another, 
however preliminary information from the Institute Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, saying [51] 

See also H. Haber, these proceedings. 
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dn = (-1.2 ± 0.6) • 10"" e.cm. Future measurements have to show if this is already an 
indication of a non-zero EDMN. There is also a strong bound for the electron [25] 

K | < 3 ' 1 0 ' " e . c m . 

For other fermions the bounds are much 'ess strong. 
In the non-relativistic limit the T, P and CP violating EDM interaction is given by 

HEDM = -ds5 E (52) 

where E is the external electric field and a/2 is the spin of the fermion. Equ. (52) defines 
the EDM dj. At one-loop the EDM is easy to calculate. Instead of giving exact formulas 
[52] we present a useful estimate. The interaction of a fermion / of which we want to 
calculate the EPM has the generic form 

where F and B are the fermion and the boson, respectively, / interacts with. B can b<-

a scalar or a vector particle Possible 7-matrices have been left out in (53). O^ and (Il{ 

arc coupling constants. Then the one-loop contribution of F and B exchange to dj (Fig. 

7) is estimated by 

df(FB) ~ ^l^jmF\m(GLG'R) (54) 

where m.p and MB are the masses of F and B, respectively. 
In the SM GR = 0, therefore the EDM of a quark q at one-loop is zero. Also a 

possible tree exchange contribution between different quarks in the neutron must give a 
zero contribution to the EDM. However, it is a highly non-trivia! fact that the EDM of a 
quark is also zero at the two-loop level [53]. This is valid for any number of generations. 
Adding gluons to the exchange of two W's gives a non-vanishing result for dq and also 
for exchange contributions within the neutron. The final estimate [54] 

( / „ - l O - 3 0 - 10 _ 3 2 e.cm (55) 

is, however, far below the present experimental bound. The EDM of the electron must 
be zero in the SM because there are no right-handed neutrinos. 

The experimental bound on dn gives an upper limit [12] \Ö\ £ 10 " 9 on the coefficient 
of the strong CP violation Lagrangian (12). A possible explanation for the extraordinary 
smallness of 6 is suggested by axion models where 0=0 dynamically. 

In general, in a theory where dq[l - loop) ^ 0 it is easy to get dn ~ 10~ 2 5 e.cm and 
me experimental bound on dn leads to a constraint on the parameters of the model. In 
the Weinberg model a lower bound [55] \dn\ * 10~ 5 5 e.cm. has been derived which is 
dangerously close to the experimental limit. In the minimal LR-symmetric model dn is 
expected to be around [56] 1 0 - 2 7 - 10" 2 6 e.cm. 
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5.2 Rare K Decays 
Precision measurements of rare K decays might also give us valuable clues for our un
derstanding of CP violation. Here we list a few examples 

A'u, A'0 —> 77: Tagging A' 0 and A' 0 separately (e.g. at LEA It) one could measure the 
time dependent CP violation ratio [57] 

A m _ r ( A ' o ( 0 - 7 7 ) - r ( / ? ° ( 0 ^ 7 7 ) , 
[ ' r(A-°(tw77) + r(A:°(t)-7-r)' 

(56) contains a part coming from mixing which is, of course, not so interesting. In the SM 
a deviation from the superweak picture is expected to be of order [58] 10~3 for t < (5x 
lifetime of Kt) and detection of such a deviation would be a confirmation of the existence 
of non-superweak CP violation. 

A'/, —• fi+fi~: A longitudinal muon polarization in this decay would be an unambiguous 
sign of CP violation. In the SM this polarization is of order [59] 10~3 from mixing alone. 
In the Lee model it can be much bigger of order [34] 10~ 2 - 1. 

Ki —» K°e+e~: Writing Ki ~ K2 + pK\ (CP(A' l i 2 ) — ±1) this decay can proceed via 
the mixing term pKx or via K2 -* T°7* or 7r°7*7* where 7* is an off-shell photon. The 
decay with a single 7" is CP violating. It lias been shown in chiral perturbation theory 
using the effective chiral Lagrangian of the SM that the CP violating 7* decay dominates 
the A'2 decays and that it is of the same order of magnitude as the contribution from 
A'°A'° mixing giving a branching ratio of order [60,61] B{Ki —* nüe+e~) ~ 10~ 1 2 -
10~ M . Another calculation, however, using a vector meson exchange diagram yields [62] 
comprrab!e7* and 7*7* amplitudes. But according to Ref. 63 there is a chiral suppression 
of this mechanism. 

A'* _» ,r±77: Chiral perturbation theory leads to [61] |r(A' + ) - r (A'-) | / ( r (A'+) + 
r ( A - ) ) ~ l G " 3 i n t h e S M . 

A'" —• ir°fi~ü^ . In the Weinberg model there is a muon po'arization transverse to the 
decay plane of order [64] 10" 3 . 

5.3 C P Violation in B °B ° 
The importance of the ß ° ß ° system for our knowledge of fundamental interactions has 
been underlined by the experimental discovery of a large BjB% mixing. Finding CP 
violation in 'his system would also be very exciting but unfortunately this is a much 
more difficult experimental task. As in K°K° CP violation in mixing is described by the 
parameter 77 (20). It could be measured through a ratio of dilepton events (compare (38)) 

0 = ^v + + + N~ = ̂ TT- ( 5 7 ) 
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This quantity is independent of the relative B°B° angular momentum or mixings among 
different angular momenta. Unfortunately in the SM a is very small yielding [65,66] 
a < 4 • 10- 3 for B$B° and a ~ 1(T 4 for B°,B°,. 

To measure CP violation in non-leptonic decays one can use the asymmetry of time-
integrated conjugate decay widths 

T(B° -» / ) - T{B° 
W = I) (58) 

T(B° - /) + r(3° -» /) 
where / is some final state. The simplest cast is obtained by CP eigenstates / with 
eigenvalue ej = ± 1 . In this case we get a very simple formula [21]: 

W ~ 
l + x ! 

sin 2ipcp 

where the phase convention independent phase yep l s defined by [21] 

C - 2 « V C P „ _ r ) 

A(B° - f) 

(59) 

(60) 

similar to 7/ in Equ. (24). If CP is conserved one gets exp(—2i<pcp) = £/• 
In the SM one can easily calculate 17 from the mixing matrix V giving [65,67] 

1= \ (WS) 1 vt: 
(61) 

I» rs^ 1 for B°t. 

To estimate the ratio of amplitudes in (60) we observe that for dominant B decays b —• r 
the factors from the mixing matrix are V^V^ or Vci,Vc

m

t which are real in the convention 
(15). For the suppressed decays one gets V^V^ or Vui,V*t both proportional to e%<*'. Putting 
everything together and taking numerical results from Ref. 67 we obtain the foliowing 
rough picture: 

f 1 - / > * " ' * 
# 0 . e-2i*cr ~ < 

1 - pe* 

1 - pe'* 

(dominant), sin 2<pCp i 0.5 ( / = D+D~,ipKs,...) 

ei,lf (suppressed), sin2y?cp $ 1 ( / = T + T ~ , . . . ) 

B°-.t liver ~ 

1 - pe'" 

' 1 (dominant), sin 2ipCp ~ # (f = F+F~,...) 
— < (6< 

e2ufi (suppressed), sin 2<pcp Z I 

One can estimate that for measurement of CP violation in B°B° 10 7 — 10* events are 
necessary [67]. 

In LR-symmetric models CP violation in B^B? can be enhanced for the dominant 
decays [46] as compared to the SM such that its order of magnitude can be as large as 
for B°dB°d in the SM. 
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5.4 Hyperon Decays 
Taking as an example polarized A decay one could compare A -» p*~ with Ä —» px + . 
Defining i? as the angle between the A polarization and proton momentum the probability 
of finding a proton emitted in the solid angle du is given by 

dW = i - f l - a c o s t f U n . (63) 
4T 

If CP is conserved one has a(A) = -a(Ä). Therefore the quantity 

a(A) + a(Ä) 
(64) 

Q(A) - o(A) 

is a measure of CP violation. In the SM (64) has been estimated [68] to be around -5-10"5 

making a detection very difficult. Present experiments [69] give upper bounds of order 
KT1 on (64). 

Remark: For further CP violating observables and/or more details see e.g. Refs. 6, 7 
and 56. Consider also Refs. 70 for CP violation in positronium and Z decays. 

6 Conclusion 
i) The SM is in agreement with experimental information on CP violation and B%Bj 

mixing. 

ii) This statement depends strongly on experimental information on m,, IK̂ I = AX3p 
and rd, the B°B% mixing parameter. From rd and e there is a lower bound on m, of 
about 45 GeV. More accurate measurements of p and r̂  could, however, shift this 
bound to higher values. Remember that these statements are only valid for three 
generations and one Higgs doublet. For more generations and/or Higgs doublets 
the lower bound on mt drops below experimental bounds. At the theoretical side 
the hadronic matrix elements like BK, V/BB/BI the matrix element of the penguin 
operator etc. are poorly known. For making a more definite statement about con
sistency of the SM with e, e' and B\B^ mixing more precise knowledge of these 
matrix elements is absolutely necessary. 

iii) We need a lot more experimental information on other CP violating quantities than 
e, «', e.g. on the EDMN, CP violation in rare K decays, 3°B° etc. to get a better 
understanding of the mechanism of CP violation. 

iv) Measurements of non-CP violating quantities can be very helpful on this way, es
pecially those which determine flavour mixing. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1: The W box diagram for the AS = 2 amplitude in the SM. 

Fig. 2: The penguin diagram for the AS = 1 amplitude. 

Fig. 3: Tree contribution to the AS = 2 amplitude from flavour changing neutral Higg» 
scalars. 

Fig. 4: Two examples of the possible structures of TV = 4 mixing matrices derived from 
real Yukawa couplings and NFC. Double arrows connect complex conjugate matrix 
elements and dots without arrows represent real matrix elements. 

Fig. 5: The LR box diagram. 

Fig. 6: WLWR mixing contribution to the AS = 1 amplitude. 

Fig. 7: Generic diagrams giving a one-loop EDM of a fermion / (ß = exchanged boson, 
F = exchanged fermion). 
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